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When saying that we expressed a natural number using “binary digits”, of course
we rather mean that we used the binary positional number system, which consists
of the base, which is 2, and the digits, which are 0 and 1. In this talk, I will
consider a few variations on this theme.

First, in the usual binary system (and in the usual decimal system as well),
digits are not enough; we need a minus sign to be able to express also negative
numbers in our system. I will show that for the system with base 2, this is nec-
essary: we cannot choose two digits so that all integers correspond to a finite
sequence of digits alone.

This changes when we take−2 as a base instead of 2: it is easy to show that
all integers do have such an expansion with this base, still using digits 0 and 1.

My own variation on this topic is the following question: canwe characterise
all sets of two digits that permit to express all integers, on base−2? It will turn
out that the answer is Yes, and that there is an infinitude of “good” digit sets for
base−2, which has a surprising and elegant structure [3, Theorem 4.1].

Finally, we will get into some deeper water and discuss ongoing work on
generalisations of this result, where the base is no longer±2 itself, but some
algebraic integerα that hasnorm ±2 and moreover has the property that all its
conjugates are greater than 1 in absolute value. Here we encounter interesting
problems of algebraic number theory and fractal geometry [1,2].
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